Fall and Winter Fashions from Paris

Palms trees are to be worn this winter by chic distraiters and those looking young enough to wear them. The pale pink lace dress on the central figure is green added charm by the dark red high spread collar, and the pink fringes on the matching mohair is also creased with dark red and applied in bands of narrow lace.

The evening scene at the Paris opera this season is to be trimmed with frocks like the Worth dress of purple felt, which is a signal portrait of old-fashioned luxury and in the evening respect. The short gloves, gaiters, are the latest secret for evening.

A Maggie Roseau for jacket trimmed with real Alaskan seal, which makes the tureen, collar and cuffs, and the waist. The skirt is reddish brown wool, slyly fitted.

The darling of Paris for winter is the red velvet evening coat which is as long it touches the floor, as does the Modieu Muffler coat of dull velvet with white fur placed around the sleeves above the elbows.

Two-time clothes of smart Parisienne for winter: The standing figure displays a touch of roast red moiré velour trimmed with black broadcloth and carried a touch of dark red cloth with the dress. The white silk blouse with the single gray green. The ruffled lower sleeves and wide collar are white and apron. The hat is trimmed with crook squirrel.

Close-up and full-length view of the all-beige ensemble that Paris. The tricy rosettes, worn on to wear to lighten up the winter street scene. The coat is trimmed with leopard.